NBR is a nonprofit, nonpartisan research institution dedicated to informing and strengthening policy in the Asia-Pacific.

Our mission at NBR is to inform and strengthen policy in the Asia-Pacific. Why Asia? Because power, opportunity, and risk are concentrating there, highlighted by the rise of China and resurgence of Russia.

As a result, the stakes in the region for Americans—and all peoples—are tremendous. These stakes include no less than international security and prosperity, together with rule of law, freedom, and democracy.

Facts and ideas are the currency of public debate—hence the need for producing the best possible analysis. And governmental decisions matter—hence the need for conveying this information effectively to those responsible for Asia-Pacific policy.

NBR’s business model was designed around a simple organizational imperative: how to bring the nation’s—and the world’s—premier expertise to policymakers. Operating flexibly, NBR draws upon the very best specialists from academia and elsewhere and engages government and industry in every effective way. NBR bridges knowledge and policy.

For more than thirty years, NBR has maintained a nonpartisan stance and a steadfast commitment to addressing issues as critical to humanity’s future as any.

NBR conducts advanced research on politics, security, economics, trade, energy, environment, and innovation issues.
“THE COURSE OF WORLD AFFAIRS WILL BE GREATLY INFLUENCED BY THE GEOPOLITICS, HISTORIC RIVALRIES, AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN ASIA.”

Senator Henry M. “Scoop” Jackson

HISTORY

NBR’s origins date back to United States Senator Henry M. “Scoop” Jackson, who called for an institution to tap the nation’s best expertise from universities, research centers, government, and business to study Asia. Major grants from the Henry M. Jackson Foundation and The Boeing Company established NBR in 1989. NBR maintains offices in Washington, D.C., and Seattle and operations in Asia and beyond.
“ONE OF NBR’S STRENGTHS IS ITS UNIQUE AND EFFECTIVE BUSINESS MODEL THAT HARNESSES THE BEST PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD AND ENSURES COLLABORATION. THIS APPROACH PRODUCES IMPACT SIGNIFICANTLY GREATER THAN THE SUM OF EVERYONE’S SEPARATE EFFORTS.”

George Russell, Chairman Emeritus, The National Bureau of Asian Research

Political and Security Affairs. NBR conducts advanced policy research on political and security issues in the Asia-Pacific. Its work includes the annual assessment by the Strategic Asia Program; China security issues through the annual People’s Liberation Army Conference; maritime security through the Maritime Awareness Project; U.S. national security by the John M. Shalikashvili Chair in National Security Studies; the National Asia Research Program in partnership with National Defense University; and other issues through the Kenneth B. and Anne H.H. Pyle Center for Northeast Asian Studies and the Slade Gorton International Policy Center.

The Maritime Awareness Project combines interactive mapping technology with rigorous analyses on Asia’s maritime issues. The purpose of the project is to set maritime developments in a broader strategic perspective, facilitating a better understanding of economic and security interests at sea.

Named after the former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and leader on NBR’s Board of Directors, the John M. Shalikashvili Chair in National Security Studies advances the understanding of U.S. national security issues in Asia. Recent Chief of Naval Operations Admiral (ret.) Jonathan Greenert currently occupies the “Shali” Chair.

The Strategic Asia Program draws together leading experts to assess the changing strategic environment in the Asia-Pacific. The program incorporates economic, military, political, and demographic data and focuses on the trends, strategies, and perceptions that drive geopolitics.
“I SHARE NBR’S CONVINCION THAT FACTS AND IDEAS MATTER IN
THE PUBLIC REALM. NBR’S RESEARCH HELPS US UNDERSTAND THE
WORLD AND MAKE DECISIONS WITHIN IT. FOR THE PUBLICATIONS
YOU PRODUCE AND THE MEETINGS YOU CONVENE, SCOOP JACKSON
WOULD HAVE BEEN PROUD OF YOUR IMPACT.”

Ashton B. Carter, former U.S. Secretary of Defense

Trade, Economic, and Energy Affairs. The rise of China and India, the shifting
balance of economic power, and Asia’s dramatic growth in energy demand drive
global outlooks for markets, the environment, and geopolitics. NBR examines
these issues through programs on trade, energy, innovation, and cybersecurity.
Through these initiatives, NBR fosters strategic analysis and collaborative solutions
to common challenges facing the United States and Asia and helps bridge the gap
between industry and policy.

NBR examines trade and innovation policy, including how
players are shaping data flows and IP rights, and, more
broadly, economic integration, market norms, and domestic
economic impacts. Taking an additional step, NBR is
establishing the Center for Innovation, Trade, and Strategy
to provide leaders with effective trade policy solutions.

The Pacific Energy Summit convenes leaders from across
Asia to explore solutions to the dual challenges of rising
energy demand and a changing climate. By bridging the
commercial, public, and nonprofit sectors, the Summit
informs policy and inspires regional collaboration on
sustainable economic development.

Dramatic developments are taking place in Asian energy
markets. The Energy Security Program engages senior
U.S. policy and industry leaders in Washington, D.C., and
Asia energy specialists in high-level discussions about
energy policy and its implications for geopolitics.
WHAT DISTINGUISHES NBR?

Global Expertise and Unique Network. NBR contracts with and employs the premier specialists throughout the world in an unmatched network of over 800 scholars and experts.

Asia Focus. NBR focuses on current affairs that involve Asia—from East and South Asia to Central Asia and Russia—allowing greater depth to NBR’s research.

Collaborative Approach. NBR works with scores of the top research and educational institutions across the United States—and overseas, such as the Japan Bank for International Cooperation, Hanyang University in Seoul, RSIS in Singapore, ANU in Canberra, Tsinghua University in Beijing, the India Council on Competitiveness, IMEMO in Moscow, and Indonesia’s CSIS.

Diverse Funding. NBR’s research funding comes from a variety of foundations, corporations, government agencies, and individuals, which ensures that NBR’s work stays independent.

The Next Generation. NBR provides exceptional internship and fellowship opportunities for the purpose of attracting and training the next generation of international and Asia specialists. Programs include the Slade Gorton International Policy Center Global Leaders Program, Henry M. Jackson Internship, Bridge Award Fellowship, and Chinese Language Fellowship Program.

Location. NBR has offices in Washington, D.C., at the heart of U.S. policymaking, and in vibrant Seattle, the closest major American city to Asia.
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